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UNIT I LIKE/DISLIKE

4. LET‟S LISTEN

5. HOBBIES

6. MOVIE REVIEW

7. TV PROGRAMME

Let’s Unwind
Task: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.
And some of us are __________ why.
And Mom won't watch the news at night
There's too much stuff (that's) ______ her cry.
We ______some help
Down ______on earth
A thousand ______, a million ______
But one voice was ______.
A house, a yard, a ______
Where you can ride your new ______to school.
A kind of world where mom and dad
Still believe the ______ rule
Life's not that simple
Down ______ on earth.
A thousand ______, a million ______
But one voice was ______.
One voice, one simple ______
Hearts know what to say.
One Dream can ______the world
Keep ______'till you find your way.
Yesterday while ______ home
I saw some kid on Newbury Road
He pulled a ______ from his bag
and tossed it in the______ below
Thanks for the ______
down ______ on earth
a thousand ______a million ______
but one voice was ______
one voice was ______ 2X

UNIT 2 ANNOUNCEMENT (PUBLIC PLACES)

Fig. 1.1 An airport

In your daily life, you often have to listen to announcement, right? Many of them
are related to public places and transportation. When you listen to announcements,
you need to able to get the topic/main ideas and other details in texts given explicitly.
You also need to be able to guess meanings or words from contexts and know the
structure of an announcement. In this unit, you will learn about them and more.

Part I: PREVIEWING
A. Getting Started
Task 1: Discuss with your partner about the following questions.
1. Have you ever been to an airport and travelled by plane?
2. What types of spoken announcements would you expect to hear at the airport and
during the flight?
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Task 2: Individually, categorize the following signs into those commonly found in (a) airports and in
(b) aircrafts. Number one has been done for you.

1. (a)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Task 3: In pairs, discuss the meaning of the above signs and which ones are usually accompanied by
spoken announcements.

B. Vocabulary
Task 4: Guess the meaning of the bold words below by using the context as clues. Discuss your
answer and practice the pronunciation with your partner.
1. You cannot delay it anymore; it must be done by tomorrow.
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_______________________________________________________________________
2. During the seminar break, participants can enjoy some refreshment provided by the
committee.
_______________________________________________________________________
3. Flight 707 to Jakarta is now boarding at Gate 3.
_______________________________________________________________________
4. Due to electrical storm, the plane experienced some turbulence.
_______________________________________________________________________
5. On behalf of the entire company, the manager thanks all partners for their support.
_______________________________________________________________________
6. Ordinary folks like me could not afford such an expensive business class!
_______________________________________________________________________

Part II: WHILST-VIEWING
A. Comprehension Focus
Task 5: Respond to the following tasks about the videos (Video 1-3) individually.
1. Match the announcements in Video 1-3 with the topics available in the box.
Departure

Arrival

Delay

Cancellation

a. Video 1
b. Video 2
c. Video 3
2. Complete the details in the table below with the information from the videos. One
has been done for you.
Video
Video 1

Flight number
a. BA 2587

Flight destination
d.

Video 2

b.

e.

Video 3

c.

f.

3. When is the flight in Video 2 predicted to arrive?
a. around 7.30
b. around 7.13
c. around 7.50
d. around 7.15
4. Where is the flight in Video 3 boarding?
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a. Gate 30 Terminal G
b. Gate 13 Terminal G
c. Gate 30 Terminal J
d. Gate 13 Terminal J
Task 6: Answer the following questions about the videos (Video 4-5) individually. Then, discuss the
answers with your partner.
1. What is the topic of the announcement in ….
a. Video 4:
______________________________________________________________________
b. Video 5:
______________________________________________________________________
2. Who is making the announcement in …. (Circle the correct answer)
a. Video 4: a pilot/ a flight attendant/an air traffic controller/ weather forecaster
b. Video 5: a pilot/ a flight attendant/an air traffic controller/ weather forecaster
3. The weather is …. (Circle the correct answer)
a. Video 4: good/bad
b. Video 5: good/bad
4. Based on the video, what should the passengers do?
a. In Video 4, the passengers are asked to
______________________________________________________________________
b.

In Video 5, the passengers are advised to

______________________________________________________________________
Task 7: You are going to watch a segment from Hotel Transylvania movie. The movie is about a love
story between a vampire and human as well as parent‟s protectiveness toward his child. Answer the
questions based on the video segment (Video 6) individually.
1. How

many

announcements

did

the

captain

make

during

the

flight?

________________
2. What is/are the topic(s) of the announcement(s)?
_________________________________________________________________________
3. Is the captain conscious throughout the flight?
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 8: Complete the following information based on the video (Video 7). One has been done for you.
Flight Arrival Information Qatar Airways QA 3447
Destination: (a) __Stockholm__, Sweden
Airport: (b)____________International Airport Terminal: 5
Time: (c) ____________

Pier: F

Temperature: (d) _____ ________ degree Celcius

Instruction: Remain seated until the aircraft come to a (e) ___________________ and the
seatbelt sign has been (f) __________________.

B. Language Focus
Task 9: The following transcripts are parts of the announcement discussed in previous tasks. They
are commands. Study the pattern in pairs and compare them with the pattern of commands that you
know.

Then,

go

online

to

learn

more

about

the

command.

For

example,

go

to

http://www.dictionary.cambridge.org/grammar/british-grammar/commands-and-instructions
“So if you could, please return to your seat until we get past through this”.
“For your own safety, please remain seated”.
Task 10: Videos 4, 5 and 7 will be played again. Notice the similarities of the announcements.
Compare the patterns among the three announcements as well as the sample below. Then, discuss the
structure of the announcement.
A sample script of announcement for an in-flight entertainment
“Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our flight entertainment is about to begin for further details please refer to your copy of
the in-flight entertainment guide found in the seat pocket in front of you.
Thank you”.

Part III: POST-VIEWING
A. Activity
Task 11: Look at Task 10 in Language Focus about the announcement structure. Browse for signs
commonly found on other public places/transportation which usually are accompanied by spoken
announcement and choose one. In groups of four, take turns to give the announcement regarding the
sign you choose. The other students in the group should guess what the sign is.
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B. Discussion
Task 12: Work in groups of four. In this unit, you learn that an announcement on public
places/transportation is very important to give you accurate information. From your observation
about the public places/transportation in your city, suggest announcements and signs that are
probably needed by the city‟s inhabitants or travellers to your city.
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UNIT 3 SONGS (SOCIAL ISSUES)

Fig. 2.1 Two children sleeping on the stairs

Fig. 2.2 Students whispering

Do you enjoy listening to songs? Does the song move you or evoke any emotion in you?
Besides enjoyable, songs can also be informative and motivating. When listening to songs,
you need to able to get the topic/main ideas and detailed information given both explicitly
and implicitly in texts, infer attitudes and the messages they conveys. In this unit, you will
learn about them and more.

Part I: PREVIEWING
A. Getting Started
Task 1: In groups of three, discuss the following questions.
1. Do you like listening to songs?
2. Do you think the songs convey messages?
3. Mention some songs which convey messages and/or evoke any emotional responses.

B. Vocabulary
Task 2: In pairs, find the meaning of the following bold words based on the contexts below. Then,
practice the pronunciation.
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1. The men on the street would whistle at her every time the pretty girl passes them by.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. New shoes always give me blisters; they are red, swelling and painful.
___________________________________________________________________________
3. She was very old and her face is full of lines.
___________________________________________________________________________
4. The sofa is nice but doesn‟t fit in with the rest of the furniture.
___________________________________________________________________________
5. He‟s a typical geek, wearing thick glasses and unfashionable clothes with braces on
his teeth.
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Children often worry that if they wear thick glasses at school, the other students will
call him names.
___________________________________________________________________________
7. He becomes a cripple after the accident because his legs were amputated.
___________________________________________________________________________

Part II: WHILST-VIEWING
A. Comprehension Focus
Task 3: In pairs, without viewing the video (Video 1), listen to the song and predict the suitable
topic. Write the words (hints) which help your prediction. Afterwards, watch the video to check your
prediction.
Topic:
_______________________________________________________________________
Hints:
_______________________________________________________________________

Task 4: Circle the correct answer to the following questions about the video (Video 1) and write the
words/hints which help you decide the answer. Discuss your answer with a partner. Number one has
been done for you.
1. Is the woman young? Yes/No
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Hints: the lyrics say “you can tell from the lines on her face…she‟s been moved from
every place…” It indicated that the woman has been to many retirement centers (in
Indonesia, panti jompo), so she is old.
2. How is the woman‟s day? Good/bad
Hints: _____________________________________________________________________
3. How is his day? Good/bad
Hints: _____________________________________________________________________
4. Is the man‟s attitude toward the woman (a) ignorant, (b) impassive, (c) indifferent, or
(d) insensitive?
Hints: _____________________________________________________________________

Task 5: Individually, complete the story below based on the song (Video 1) and complete the story
with your own words based on the song. Number one is done for you.
There was a(n) (1)__old__ woman on the street. She asked a man to tell her (2) ________
to sleep. The man, however, (3)_________ her and (4) _________ walking although he
knew that she was (5) _________ and could not walk easily because of (6) _________ on
her feet.

Task 6: Without viewing the video (Video 2), listen to the song and answer the following questions
individually. Afterwards, watch the video to check your answer.
1. What is the topic of the song? Write the words (hints) which help your prediction.
Topic:
_______________________________________________________________________
Hints:
_______________________________________________________________________
2. How many characters are mentioned in the song?
Who are they?
__________________________________________________________________________

Task 7: Listen to the song (Video 2) and choose words in the box to help complete the lyrics below
individually.
cripple

street

teeth

line

eat

feels

glasses

holding

begging

all

meet

sleep

tall

sign

line

notice

past

pleasure
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geek

smiles

ground

last

names

mind

playground

I'm a little boy with (1) _________ the one they call the (2) _________
A little girl who never smiles ' cause I've got braces on my (3) _________
And I know how it (4) _________ to cry myself to (5) _________
I'm that kid on every (6) _________ who's always chosen (7) _________
A single teenage mother tryin' to overcome my (8) _________
You don't have to be my friend; is it too much to (9) _________
[Chorus:]
Don't laugh at me, don't call me (10) _________
Don't get your (11) _________ from my pain
In God's eyes we're all the same; someday we'll all have perfect wings
Don't laugh at me.
I'm the (12) _________ on the corner; you pass me on the (13) _________
I wouldn't be out here (14) _________ if I had enough to (15) _________
And don't think that I don't (16) _________ that our eyes never (17) _________
I lost my wife and little boy; someone crossed that yellow (18) _________

The day we laid 'em in the (19) _________ is the day I lost my (20) _________
Right now I'm down to (21) _________ this little cardboard (22) _________
I'm fat, I'm thin, I'm short, I'm (23) _________ I'm (24) deaf, I'm blind
Hey aren't we (25) _________?
Task 8: What message does the singer/songwriter want to convey in the song? Compare your
answer with your partner‟s.
Video 1: _____________________________________________________________________
Video 2: _____________________________________________________________________

B. Language Focus
Task 9: Look at the completed lyrics in Task 7, especially the Chorus part. Pay attention to the
following structure of prohibition: Don‟t + Verb 1. Study the examples. Then, use the topic of the first
video to practice the structure of prohibition by listing the DON‟Ts.
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Example:
Concerning the bullying problems, here is the list of DON‟Ts to help bullying
victims:
 Don‟t laugh at them
 Don‟t call them names


Don‟t shun them etc.

Note: Other patterns for prohibition are:
NO + Verb-ing
Examples: Don‟t bully  No Bullying; Don‟t call names  No calling names.

Part III: POST-VIEWING
A. Activity
Task 11: Look at Task 9 again about prohibition. In pairs, discuss social issues in your surroundings
and choose one. Then, write a list of DON‟Ts to solve it. Share it with your class.

Task 12: Survey your class on their favourite songs which convey messages or evoke emotion. Make
a top-five chart of your class favourite songs.

B. Discussion
Task 13: This unit deals with social issues of homelessness and bullying. Do they also occur in your
country? In groups, discuss the causes of the problems and their solutions.
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UNIT 4 FILM (ME AND MY DAD)

Fig. 3.1 Father and daughter

Films are entertaining. Yet, to enjoy it, you need to be able to get the topic and detailed
information both given explicitly and implicitly. You also need to infer attitudes of the
speakers, recognize emphasis used on important information to work out meanings and
guess meanings of words from contexts. In this unit, you will learn about them and more.

Part I: PREVIEWING
A. Getting Started
Task 1: You are going to watch parts of a Little Mosque on the Prairie episode, a series about a
Muslim community in the city of Mercy, a small Canada town. The episode tells about Baber‟s family
and his problem with his teenage daughter. Now, familiarize yourselves with the following characters
to help your comprehension of the episode.
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Baber Siddiqui
A single parent,
conservative and uptight

Layla Siddiqui
Baber‟s teenage daughter,
insightful

Tree, a hippie, shop assistant

Fatima Dinssa
Owner of Fatima café, spirited
and conservative

Tree‟s father, the shopkeeper

Task 2: Relationship between parents and their children may be tricky. Discuss with your partner
about how your parents brought you up. Are they too strict/lenient/controlling/overprotective?

B. Vocabulary
Task 3: Guess the meaning of the bold words below by using the context as clues. Discuss your
answer and practice the pronunciation with your partner.
1. Hey, please don‟t fib to me. I know it‟s not your own work but taken from a blog.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. Vegans get all the protein they need from nuts, seeds, beans and cereals.
___________________________________________________________________________
3. As a punishment for wrecking the car, she was banned from driving for two years.
___________________________________________________________________________
4. I‟m not into debating, so I won‟t join the debating society. I prefer Journalism Club.
___________________________________________________________________________

5. He always has a crush on every new teacher in the school, so I‟m sure this one is also
just a passing fancy.
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Please, listen to my advice; don‟t be pig-headed. Otherwise, it will end badly.
___________________________________________________________________________
7. In my school, boys will be regarded as freaks if they are not interested in sports.
___________________________________________________________________________
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Part II: WHILST-VIEWING
A. Comprehension Focus
Task 4: (Scenes 1-9) You are going to watch some segments of an episode of Little Mosque on the
Prairie. Answer the following questions based on your understanding. Discuss the answers with your
partner.
1. Watch Scenes 1-5. Identify the main problem between Baber and Layla. Then, write
your prediction to the solution/ending for the problem.
Problem: ___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Prediction of solution: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Watch Scenes 6-9. Compare your prediction in Question number 1 with the actual
ending.
Task 5: You are going to watch the episode per scene. Read the questions before you watch and then
answer the following questions by choosing the best answer, putting a check, or filling the blanks as
indicated. There will be a pause after each scene to giving you time to write the answer. Discuss the
answers with the class.
Scene 1: Fill in the blanks with the correct words
1. Baber thinks the vanilla extract used in the cookies as the tool of the devil because it
is contains ____________.
2. Where does Layla get the vanilla extract from? ___________________
3. Layla defines vegan as a more ___________ and _____________ vegetarians.

Scene 2-3: Decide whether the statement is true or false by putting a tick (V).
Statement

True

False

4. The shop assistant calls Layla “the Vanilla girl” because she likes
vanilla.
5. Both the shop assistant and his father own the place.
6. Baber wants to help Layla with the shopping list.
Scene 4: Write the answer.
7. Why is Layla banned from the shop? __________________________________________
8. What is the shop assistant‟s full name? ________________________________________
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9. Is Baber successful in his shopping for gummy bears? ___________________________
Why? _____________________________________________________________________
Scene 5: Choose the best answer.
10. The cookies taste terrible because _____________________________________________.
a. they contain no gummies
b. Layla is mad at her father
c. they contain no vanilla
d. Layla does not make them herself
11. Layla didn‟t make any breakfast because ______________________________________.
a. She is too young to cook
b. She is out of ingredient
c. She plans to eat out
d. She wants some freedom
Scene 6: Write your answer.
12. Does the shopkeeper order something in the café? ______________________________
Why/why not? _____________________________________________________________
13. What is Fatima‟s advice concerning Layla? _____________________________________
Scene 7-9: Decide whether the statement is true or false.
Statement

True

False

14. Layla is angry at her dad.
15. Layla had a crush on the mailbox.
16. According to Fatima, there is nothing worse than if Layla becoming
infidel or leaving her family.
17. Fatima thinks that Baber should not be too protective toward Layla.
18. Layla is not into religion.
19. After this meeting, Layla will still have a crush on the shop assistant.
Task 6: Watch Scenes 3, 6, and 9. In pairs, discuss the answers to following questions. Choose the
correct answer and write the hints which help you choose the answer. Number one is done for you.
Scene 3
20. How does Layla feel about her father wanting to come with her to the shop?
a. enthusiastic
b. indifferent
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c. eager
d. muted
Hints: It can be inferred from how she tried to find excuses for him not to come
such as bringing him a complete list of goods in the shop, and from her facial
expression.
21. Does Layla want to eat the gummies?
a. Yes
b. No
Hints ____________________________________________________________________
Scene 6
22. What is the customer‟s point of view (the shopkeeper who orders in Fatima café)
regarding animals for meat?
a. against it
b. for/agree with it
Hints _____________________________________________________________________
Scene 9
23. What is the shop assistant‟s attitude toward religion? ____________________________
c. enthusiastic
d. indifferent
e. cynical
f.

unenthusiastic

Hints ______________________________________________________________________

B. Language Focus
Task 7: In pairs, study the following part of transcripts of Scenes 3, 5 and 6. Notice how the bold
word(s) are said. Then, watch the videos. In it, the bold words are emphasized/stressed. What does the
emphasis mean? Go online to find out more about stressing important information and then, practice
the Scenes.
Scene 3:
Layla
Tree
Layla
Scene 5:
Barber

: Your dad‟s Vegan too?
: Yeah, and he‟s really preachy about it. Likes to tell everyone else how to live
their life.
: I can‟t imagine what that must be like.
: How am I going to live without the "Happy Sunshine Unicorn Rainbow Store"?
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Layla
: It's easy. Tell them that I'm not banned and then you won't be.
Barber
: I will not stand down.
Scene 6:
Tree‟s Dad : And if you just read our literature, you'll see that the whole world should be
vegan.
Fatima
: And if you read my literature, you will see the special of the day.

Part III: POSTVIEWING
A. Activity
Task 8: Scene 5 will be played again with sound off, focusing on the conversation between Baber and
Layla. Work in groups of four and do the following.
1. Discuss what the characters are feeling and saying.
2. Develop a script for each character.
3. Include stress for important information as discussed in Task 7.
4. Act along the actors (in Scene 5) using your own script.

B. Discussion
Task 9: In groups of five, discuss any of the following
a. ways to preserve religious values in the modern era, especially when you are the
minority
b. ways to maintain good relationship with parents
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UNIT 5 ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

26

27

28

29

Let’s Unwind
Task: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.
No one ever ………… (1) me like you do
All the things that I ………. (2) add up too
I never ………..(3) just what a smile was ……..(4)
But your ……..(5) say everything
Without a single ……….(6)
'Cause …………(7) somethin' in the ……….(8) you look at me
It's…………(9) if my heart knows
You're the missing ………..(10)
You make me believe
That ………….(11) nothing in this ………..(12) I can't be
I never ………..(13) what you see
But …………(14) somethin' in the ……….(15) you look at me
If I ………..(16) freeze a moment to my ………..(17)
…………(18) be the second that you ………(19) your lips to …………..(20)
I'd like to stop the clock make time ………..(21) still
………..(22), baby, …………(23) is just the way
I always …………(24) feel
'Cause ………..(25) somethin' in the ……….(26) you look at me
It's………(27) if my heart knows
You're the missing …………(28)
You make me believe
That ………(29) nothing in this ………..(30) I can’t be
I never …………(31) what you see
But ……………(32) somethin’ in the way you look at me
I don't ……….(33) how or …………..(34)
I feel ………….(35) in your eyes
All I know is it ……………(36) every time
'Cause …………(37) somethin' in the ………..(38) you look at me
It's …………(39) if my heart knows
You're the missing ……….(40)

You make me believe
That ……...(41) nothing in this ………(42) I can't be
I never ……….(43) what you see
But ………….(44)somethin' in the ………..(45) you look at me
The way you look at me
30
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UNIT 6 ANNOUNCEMENTS 2 (AUDIO)

32

33

34

35

Let’s Unwind
Task: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.
I’m only one call away
I’ll be there to (1) ____ the day
(2) ________ got nothing on me
I’m only one call away
Call me baby, if you need a (3) ______
I just wanna (4) ____ you (5) ____
C’mon, c’mon, c’mon
(6) ________ out to you, so take a (7) ______
No (8) ______ where you go
You know you’re not (9) _____
I’m only one call away
I’ll be there to (10) ____ the day
(11) ________ got nothing on me
I’m only one call away
Come (12) _____ with me and don’t be (13) ______
I just wanna (14) ___ you (15) ____
C’mon, c’mon, c’mon
You and me can (16) ____ it (17) ________
(18) ___ now, we can (19) ____ here for a while
‘Cause you know, I just wanna see you (20) _____
No (21) ______ where you go
You know you’re not (22) _____
I’m only one call away
I’ll be there to (23) ____ the day
(24) ________ got nothing on me
I’m only one call away
And when you’re (25) ____ I’ll be (26) ______
I’m gonna keep (27) _______ on
(28) ___ don’t you (29) _____, it won’t be (30) ____
(31) _______, and when you (32) ____ like (33) ____ is (34)____
Just (35) ___ into my (36) ____
I’m only one call away
I’ll be there to (37) ____ the day
(38) ________ got nothing on me
I’m only one, I’m only one call away
I’ll be there to (39) ____ the day
(40) ________ got nothing on me
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UNIT 7 COMPLAINTS

38

39

40

41

42

Let’s Unwind
Task: Do a „Complaint Game” with your teacher‟s instruction.
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UNIT 8 FILM (FANTASY 1)
Part I: PREVIEWING
A. Character Descriptions
You are going to watch an episode of Avatar – The Legend of Korra, a cartoon series about
two types of people in an imaginary world, i.e. benders (people able to manipulate one of
four elements: fire (firebenders), earth (earthbenders), water (waterbenders), or air
(airbenders) and non-benders. In every cycle, one person will master all the four elements
and becomes the Avatar, who keeps peace and balance among the people. Now, familiarize
yourself with the characters and guess how each name is pronounced.

Korra
17-year-old
headstrong
and
rebellious Avatar and Aang's
reincarnation

Jinora
Tenzin
Tenzin‟s oldest daughter, an airbender master, son of
able to communicate with Avatar
Aang,
Korra‟s
spirits
mentor

Unalaq
Korra's uncle and former mentor,
leader of the Northern Water
Tribe

Raava
Vaatu
A spirit of light and peace, A spirit of darkness and
Her fusion with Wan is chaos, the counterpart of
created the Avatar spirit.
Raava

Desna and Eska
Waterbenders,
Korra's
twin
cousins and Unalaq's children.

Mako
Bolin
A firebender, Bolin‟s older An earthbender, Mako‟s
brother, serious,
younger brother, humorous
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Peema
Tenzin‟s wife, and mother to
Jinora, Ikki, and Meelo

Kya
A waterbender,
older sister

Bumi
Tenzin's A non-bender,
older brother

Tenzin's

B. Previewing
Task 1: The following is the summary of the prequel for this episode. Discuss with your partner what
you think these three groups of people will face.
After 10,000 years, harmonic convergence is here again, and the dark spirit, Vaatu, is
free. To rescue Jinora‟s spirit, Tenzin, Bumi, and Kya have entered the portal to the
spirit world. Asami split from the group and took the injured Tonraq to safety. So,
it‟s up to Korra, Mako and Bolin to stop Unalaq before he fuses with Vaatu and
becomes a dark Avatar.

C. Vocabulary
Task 2: Match the bold words/phrases in column A with its meaning in column B. Then, practice the
pronunciation by consulting your dictionary.
A
1. Genes determine how we develop from the moment the sperm fuses

B
a. disappoint

with the egg.
2.

She was found several hours later, wandering the streets.

b. annoy

3. He leaves dirty clothes all over the floor and it's driving me mad.

c. everlasting

4. In the fasting month, Muslim should not give in to temptation.

d. surrender

5. Should the sun never shine again, the world will be in eternal darkness.

e. combine

6. I have to finish my study because I don‟t want to let my parents down.

f. roam
g. look around

Part II: VIEWING
C. General Comprehension
Task 4: (scenes 1 – 11) Write your answer.
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You are going to watch an episode of Avatar – The Legend of Korra. After viewing Scene 1 - 11,
summarize what happens to the following group of people:
a. Tenzin, Bumi, and Kya:
b. Mako and Bolin
c. Korra and Unalaq

Task 5: (Scenes 12 – 16)
Before continue watching, write your prediction of how the story will end on a piece of paper.
Then, compare your prediction with the real outcome at the end. Are they similar or different?
Specific Comprehension
Task 6: You are going to watch the episode per scene/some scenes. Read the questions before you
watch and then answer the following questions as indicated. There will be a pause after the scene(s) to
give you time to write the answer.
Scenes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10: Decide whether the statement is true or false by putting a tick (V) in
the right column)
Statement

True

False

1. Mako and Bolin‟s mission is to win the fight against Unalaq.
2. Korra is trying to imprison Vaatu for the next 100,000 years.
3. Once, Mako and Bolin were once able to escape from Desna
and Eska.
4. If Vaatu wins, there will be 1000 years of darkness.
Scene 3: Fill in the blanks with the correct information.
5. What method does each person suggest to find Jinora?
a. Bumi : using ______________________________________________________
b. Kya

: using ______________________________________________________

c. Tenzin: using ______________________________________________________
6. Is any of the method successful? __________
Scenes 5 and 7: Choose the best answer.
7. How did Tenzin know that they (Tenzin, Bumi, and Kya) are lost?
a. The spirit mushroom tells him.

b. The spirit mushroom is seen five times.
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8. Why does Iroh say “If you travel too deep into the spirit world, you could end up in
a place where only the lost will ever find you”?
a. to show them the way out of the b. to give a hint of Jinora whereabouts
spirit world
Scenes 9 and 11: Choose the correct answer(s) (Hint: there may be more than one correct
answer)
9. How did the fog of lost souls become a spirit prison for human?
a. by polluting human minds
b. by making human crazy
c. imprisoning human memories
d. by reading a spell in an ancient text
10. What hallucination do Bumi and Kya experience?
a. The cannibals encircle them.
b. Kya does not think she has any family.
c. Tenzin is not a vision.
d. The

cannibals

go

after

them.

11. What does Tenzin suggest to avoid being trapped in the spirit prison?
a. stay together
b. stay focused
c. stay put
d. stay the same
Scenes 12 and 14: Choose the best answer.
12. The following are NOT the reasons listed to let Mako and Bolin go?
a. Unalaq has become a monster.
b. Unalaq does not care about his children.
c. Unalaq poisons their mind.
d. Bolin wants to be with Eska.
Scenes 13, 15 and 16: Choose the correct answer(s) (Hint: there may be more than one
correct answer)
13. What do Tenzin say in his efforts to keep his concentration?
a. He is the son of Avatar Aang.
b. He holds the world‟s fate.
c. He has to find Jinora.
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d. He is the hope for future airbenders.
14. How did Tenzin manage to find Jinora?
a. by meeting his father
b. by denying himself
c. by imitating his father
d. by accepting himself
15. Jinora knows that the world is in trouble from ….
a. her observation
b. her light spirit
c. her feeling
d. Korra

D. Specific Listening
Task 6: Fill in the blanks in the following transcript (Scene 12). Pay attention to the structure used
in the sentence. What is the pattern? What is it used for?
Scene 12:
Bolin: Eska, I've always loved you, and I've always wanted to be with you, but now that the
world is ending, I'm never gonna get that chance.
Eska: We (1)_____ _______ ________ together, but you _______ me at the altar.
Bolin: No no... I was scared. I was scared of my true feelings for you. I (2)_______ ________
never _______ you! I'm sorry. And I'm sorry that we'll never have a chance to
rekindle the dying ember that was our love into a big fire of love flames.
Task 7: Now imagine a different plot to this episode. Tell your partner what could have happened to
the characters. Use the pattern in Task 6. See the example below.
Example: Mako and Bolin should have asked for more help to defeat Unalaq.

Part III: POSTVIEWING
A. Activity
Task 8: Scene 11
Work in groups of three. Choose a character from Scene 11 (either Bumi, Tenzin, or Kya). View
the scene and complete ONLY what the chosen character says using the outline below. Check
the transcript. Share them and copy up the other parts. Then, act along the actors.
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1. Scene 11 – in the fog of lost souls :
Tenzin

: Jinora ! Jinora!

Bumi

: Wait a second.

Tenzin

: What? ___________________________________________? (4 words)

Bumi

: Yes. _______ ________ __________ __________ (4 words). The cannibals,
they‟re everywhere.

Tenzin

: Bumi, ___________________________________________ (7 words)! There are
no cannibals!

Bumi

: Yes, there are! ___________________________________________ (9 words)!

Kya

: Ah! ___________________________________________(4 words)?

Tenzin

: Kya, we‟re your brothers. You must remember before the fog ______
________(2 words).

Kya

: No, ___________________________________________(5 words).

___________________________________________(4 words). You can‟t tie me down!
Bumi

: They‟re closing in! I gotta get out of here.

Tenzin

: No! Bumi! Kya! Come back!

B. Discussion
Task 9:
In this episode, it is believed that human can enter and get trapped/ lost in the spirit world, not being
able to return to their body. In groups of five, discuss whether there is such „out-of-body‟ experience in
your culture?

C. Let’s Unwind
Task 10: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.
Here's a little song I (1)________
You might want to sing it note for (2)____
Don't worry be happy

In every life we have some (3) ________
When you worry you make it (4)________

Don't worry, Be happy 4x
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Ain't got no place to lay your (5)________
Somebody came and took your (6) _______
Don't worry, be happy

The land lord say your rent is (7________
He may have to (8)________
Don't worry, be happy
Don't worry, be happy

Here I (9)________you my phone number
When you (10)________call me
I make you happy
Don't worry, be happy

Ain't got no cash, ain't got no (11)________
Ain't got no girl to make you (12)________
But don't worry be happy

Cause when you (13)________, Your face will (14)________
And that will bring everybody (15) _______
So don't worry, be happy
(don't worry, be happy now)
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UNIT 10 FILM (MY DEAR FAMILY)

Fig. 4.1 The Series‟ casts

In this unit, you will further develop your skills in getting the topic/main ideas and other detailed
information both implicitly and explicitly given in texts, guessing meanings of words from contexts and
inferring attitudes of the speakers. You will also learn about emphatic stress as well as words and other
visual cues (e.g. kinesic, body language and other nonverbal clues) to work out meanings.

Part I: PREVIEWING
A. Getting Started
Task 1: Did you ever have any conflict with other members of your family? Discuss with your partner whether you
ever had any conflict and how you/your family solve it.
Task 2: You are going to watch parts of a Little Mosque on the Prairie episode, a series about a Muslim community in
the city of Mercy, a small Canada town. This part tells about Sarah‟s family and her problem with her family and
boss. Now, familiarize yourselves with the following characters to help your comprehension of the episode.
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Amaar Rashid
The Imam, a former
lawyer, single and witty

Yasir Hamoudi
Sarah‟s husband, a contractor
practical and opportunist

Rayyan Hamoudi
Yasir‟s daughter, a doctor
single and ambitious

Sarah Hamoudi
Yasir‟s wife, Mayor‟s staff
sensitive, Muslim convert

Mayor Ann Popowicz
Mayor of Mercy, Sarah‟s
employer, witty and blunt

Fatima Dinssa
spirited and conservative
owner of Fatima café

Reverend Duncan Magee
the priest, wise and liberal

B. Vocabulary
Task 3: Guess the meaning of the bold words below by using the context as clues. Discuss your answer and practice
the pronunciation with your partner.
1. Please don‟t quit. You will be successful with a little more effort.
___________________________________________________________________________

2. The senators in Indonesia use unique posters to boost their image for the next year‟s election.
___________________________________________________________________________
3. You cannot just hide it forever; you have to come clean about why you avoid him.
___________________________________________________________________________
4. The message is so confusing that I cannot figure it out.
___________________________________________________________________________
5. Why did you shoot her down when she asked for help? Was it because you‟re too busy?
___________________________________________________________________________
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Part II: WHILST-VIEWING
A. Comprehension Focus
Task 4: In pairs, study the example below about an oral report on Scene 2. Then, do the same with Scene 3 (you may
free it at any point) and make an oral report of the frozen point by answering these questions:
a. Who is the person/are the persons?
b. What is (s)he doing/are they doing?
c. Why is (s)he doing it/are they doing it?
d. What just happened to them/one of them?
e. What would probably happen next?
Example: Scene 2 is played by fast-forwarding and frozen at a certain point (00.13, see the picture
below).
The oral report:
“This is Sarah. She is persuading her daughter, Rayyan to join
the race with her. It is because she needs to find a partner for
the race. What would probably happen the next is Sarah
unsuccessful in persuading Rayyan to join the race.”

Write your report on Scene 3 in the following box.

This is ….

Task 5: (Scenes 1-13) You are going to watch Scenes 1 – 6 of an episode of Little Mosque on the Prairie. Answer the
questions and discuss them with your partner.
1. Watch Scenes 1-6. Identify the problems between Sarah and her husband and daughter. Write your
prediction to the solutions/ending for the problem.
Problem:__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Prediction of solution: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Watch Scenes 7-13. Compare your prediction in Question number 1 with the actual ending.
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Task 6: You are going to watch the episode per scene. Read the questions before you watch and then answer the
following questions by choosing the best answer, putting a tick, or filling the blanks as indicated. There will be a pause
after each scene giving you time to write the answer.
Scene 1: Choose the best answer.
1. According to the Mayor, how is the result of the opinion poll?
a. good
b. bad
c. not mentioned
d. so-so
2. What is the Mayor‟s solution to boost the city hall‟s image in the community?
a. joining a competition
b. holding a competition
c. joining a charity
d. holding a charity

3. Who will do the fun run?
a. Sarah and Ann
b. Ann and another person
c. Sarah and another person
d. other people
Scene 2-5: Decide whether the statement is true or false by putting a tick (V).
Statement

True

False

4. Rayyan likes to run outdoor.
5. Sarah and Rayyan agree to do the run together.
6. Yasir does not think the news that Sarah brings is good news.
7. Yasir thinks that running is fun.
8. The church team won the previous fun run.
9. The only reason Reverend Magee is called Johnny Lightning is
because he was struck by lightning.
10. The Reverend and the Mayor place a $50 bet on the race.
11. Fatima disagrees that pie is good for running.
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Scene 6: Choose the best answer
12. The following are the characteristics of the sports hijab that Rayyan bought, except that __________
a. It breathes.
b. It is fashionable.
c. It stays on tight
d. It is made from good material
13. When will Rayyan and Sarah start training?
a. 6 am
b. 7 am
c. 8 am
d. 5.30 pm
14. When will Yasir and Sarah start training?
a. 6 am
b. 7 am
c. 8 am
d. 5.30 pm
Scene 9: Write your answer.
15. What is Sarah‟s problem? ____________________________________________________
16. What is Amaar‟s advice to solve the problem? __________________________________
Scenes 10 and 11: Decide whether the statement is true or false.
Statement

True

False

17. Yasir is happy because the dinner is delicious.
18. Either Yasir or Rayyan will run with Sarah.
19. Yasir hates Amaar because he points out his mistake.
Scene 12-13: Write the answer.
20. How do Rayyan and Yasir apologize to Sarah? _________________________________
21. Why doesn‟t Sarah join the run? ______________________________________________
Task 7: Watch Scenes 1, 3, and 6. In groups of three, discuss the answers to following questions. Include the hints
you found in the video. Number one is done for you.
Scene 1
22. What is Mayor Popowicz‟s attitude toward her community?
a. caring
b. indifferent
c. sympathetic
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d. ignorant
Hints: The attitude can be inferred from a) her statement “…to make people think we actually
care” and “nice” (after Sarah said ”We do actually care”), which implies that she does not really
care; b) her facial expressions when saying both.
Scene 3
23. What is Yasir‟s attitude toward running for fun?
a. enthusiastic
b. indifferent
c. sympathetic
d. ignorant
Hints ________________________________________________________________

Scene 6
24. How does Sarah feel about having to go running with Yasir?
a. enthusiastic
b. indifferent
c. sympathetic
d. muted
Hints ________________________________________________________________

B. Language Focus
Task 8: Scenes 1 and 4 will be played to help you answer the following questions. Read the scripts and questions
before watching to help your focus. Discuss the answers in groups.
1. The function of the word „do’ in Scene 1 is to ___________________________________
Scene 1:

Sarah

: “You threw it out?”

The Mayor : “Oh yeah, until I realize that it can boost our presence in the community
and make people think we actually care”.
Sarah

:” We do actually care”

2. The function of Yasir‟s gesture (especially in saying the bold words) in Scene 4 is to
___________________________________________________________________________
Scene 4

Yasir

: “…My lotus petal, I‟m deeply moved, just not move enough
to move.”
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Sarah

: ”Why? You‟ve got something against running?”

Yasir

: “For fun? Well, Running and fun go together like Dee Martin and Jerry

Louis.”

3. The

Sarah

: “They were together for years.”

Yasir

: “Ended bitterly though, yeah, very sad.”

function

of

stressing

the

word

„is‟

and

Yasir‟s

gesture

in

Scene

21

is

to

___________________________________________________________________________
Sarah

: Oh, no. What have I done now?

Yasir

: Nothing, this time, dinner really is for you!

Rayyan

: We're sorry.

Sarah

: No, I'm sorry I wasn't honest with you. I was just so happy you both wanted to
spend quality time together, I didn't want to say.

Task 9: In each of these conversations, A has to repeat the request, but „emphasizing‟ a different word. Which word?
Underline one word in the third line of each conversation. Then listen and check.
Example:
A
B
A
1.

: Can I have a donut?
: What do we say, Benny?
: Can I have a donut, please?
A: Black coffee, please.
B:

Sorry, do you want milk with your coffee?

A: No, a black coffee please.
2.

A: What‟s your nationality?
B:

Well, my wife‟s an American citizen.

A: Yes, but what‟s your nationality, Sir?
3.

A: What time is it?
B:

Well, the clock changed last night.

A: So what is it then?

Part III: POST-VIEWING
A. Activity
Task 10: In pairs, tell your partner what your favourite scene is. Then, together, write and do a role-play involving
your favourite scene(s). You should also include emphatic stress in your role-play.
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B. Discussion
Task 11: In your group, discuss some activities or events that reflect the culture in the episode and compare it to
those in Indonesia. Are they similar or different?
Example:
In Scene 6, the Mayor imitated the sound of chicken when the Reverend is unsure about her suggestion to
make the race interesting. Is there any similar gesture in Indonesian culture?
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Let’s Unwind
Task: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.

Little child
Dry your (1)________ eyes
How can I (2)________
The (3)________ you feel inside
'Cause you were born
Into this (4)________ world
Where man is (5)________ man
And no one (6)________ just why
What have we become
Just look what we have (7)________
All that we (8)________
You must (9)________ again
When the children cry
Let them know we (10)________
'Cause when the children (11)________
Then the new (12)________ begins
Little child
You must show (13)________
To a (14)________ day
For all the (15)________
'Cause you were born
For the world to (16)________
That we all can live
With (17)________ and (18)________
No more (19)________
And all the (20)________ will end
One united world (21)________ God
When the children cry
Let them know we (22)________
'Cause when the children (23)________
Then the new (24)________ begins
What have we become
Just look what we have (25)________
All that we (26)________
You must (27)________ again
No more (28)________
And all the (29)________ will end
One united world (30)________ God
When the children cry
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Let them know we (31)________
'Cause when the children (32)________
Then the new (33)________ begins
What have we become
Just look what we have (34)________
All that we (35)________
You must (36)________ again
No more (37)________
And all the (38)________ will end
One united world (39)________ God
When the children cry
Let them know we (40)________
'Cause when the children (41)________
Let them know it right (42)________
When the children (43)________
Let them know (44)________
'Cause when the children (45)________
Then the new (46)________ begins
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UNIT 13 FILM (FANTASY 2)
Part I: PREVIEWING
D. Character Descriptions
You are going to continue watching Avatar – The Legend of Korra. Now, refresh your memory of the
characters and how they are pronounced.

Korra
17-year-old
headstrong
rebellious protagonist and
reincarnation as the Avatar

Jinora
Tenzin‟s
oldest
daughter,
reserved,
witty,
able
to
communicate with spirits

Tenzin
an airbender master, son of
Avatar Aang, Korra‟s mentor

Raava
A spirit of light and peace, Her
fusion with Wan is created the
Avatar spirit.

Vaatu
A spirit of darkness and chaos,
the counterpart of Raava

Desna and Eska
Waterbenders, Korra's twin cousins
and Unalaq's children. Eska is Bolin‟s
former girlfriend.

Mako
A firebender, Bolin‟s older
brother, serious, stoic, and
brooding”

Bolin
An
earthbender,
Mako‟s
younger
brother,
naïve,
lighthearted, humorous

Peema
Tenzin‟s wife, and mother to Jinora,
Ikki, and Meelo

Kya
A waterbender, Tenzin's older
sister

Bumi
A non-bender, Tenzin's older
brother

and
Aang's

Unalaq
Korra's uncle and former mentor,
leader of the Northern Water Tribe,
ambitious and cunning
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E. Previewing
Task 1: Watch Scene 1. Based on your understanding of the previous unit and the scene, predict what will happen in
this episode. Can anyone save the world from eternal darkness?

F. Vocabulary
Task 2: In pairs, match the bold words with its synonym and practice the pronunciation.
1. The child ripped the toy apart.
a. change
2. By destroying Raava, Unalaq and Vaatu transformed into the most
powerful dark spirit.

b. handle
c. return

3. A small dog had somehow managed to survive the fire.

d. unite

4. Is the clothes too small? Take it back and get a refund.

e. succeed

5. She's used to dealing with difficult customers.

f. surrender

6. If you really want it, do not go down without a fight.

g. abandon

7. Oprah signed off her show by wishing her listeners a Happy New Year.

hope

8. I've been waiting half-an-hour - I'd almost given up on you.

h. end

9. The things which bind them together are greater than their differences.

i. extreme

10. Somebody is stalking her; she s in grave danger.

j. curve

11. After her fall she complained that she couldn't bend her leg properly.

k. death

12. South Korea is unyielding in its demands for a new treaty.

l. firm

13. There are several theories about what caused the demise of the dinosaurs. m.disgraceful
14. They are forced to live in deplorable conditions in a slum area.

n. tear

Part II: VIEWING
E. General Comprehension
Task 3: (Scene 6)
You are going to watch Scene 6. It will then be frozen at a certain point. Write a oral report by answering the
questions: Who? What? Why? What just happened? What next?
Example: These are Korra and Vaatu. They are ….
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Task 4: (multiple scenes)
Your teacher will divide you into three different groups. Each group will be assigned to watch several different
scenes (scenes 1 – 4, scenes 5 – 8, and scenes 9 – 12). Make a summary of what you watch. Then, find partners
from different groups with different summaries and take turns to tell each other‟s summaries.

F. Specific Comprehension
Task 5: (various scenes)
You are going to watch the episode per scene. Read the questions before you watch and then answer the following
questions as indicated.
Scene 3: Choose the best answer.
16. How did Kya cure Korra, Mako and Bolin?
a.by getting them into the spirit world

b. by getting them into the spirit water

17. Did Korra succeed in stopping Unalaq and Vaatu fusing?
a. Yes, she did.

b. No, she did not.

18. Why does Korra say that the cycle is over?
a. because she lost her connection to the past Avatars
b. because she lost the fight against Unalaq/Vaatu
Scenes 5 and 10: Decide whether the statement is true or false by putting a tick (V) in the right column)
Statement

True

False

True

False

19. Tenzin hasn‟t been Korra‟s best mentor because he needed
spiritual growth himself.
20. Korra can stop Unalaq/Vaatu by changing her perception and
connect to her inner spirit.
21. Tenzin thinks that the Tree of Time can help Korra because its root
binds the spirit and physical worlds together.
22. The most powerful thing about Korra is her characters.
23. Korra can get to Republic City by bending the elements.
Scene 10:
Statement
24. Korra wasn‟t able to save Unalaq.
25. Eska and Desna isn‟t sad to hear their father‟s death.
26. Eska will live with Bolin in Republic City.
27. Korra‟s past connection to the past avatars has returned.
28. Korra believes that humans and spirits should live together.
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Scene 11: Write your answer.
29. How did Korra regain her memory about her break-up?
__________________________________________________
30. Why didn‟t Mako tell Korra the truth about the break-up?
__________________________________________________

G. Specific Listening
Task 6: Watch Scene 12 and fill in the blanks with what you hear. Notice how a specific tense is used. How many
sentences with the tense can you find? Discuss the answers with your partner.
Scene 12:
Korra: The war of the water ______ is over. Unalaq _____ _____ ________ and the northern fleet is
returning home. The water tribes will always be __________, but the Southern tribe is now __________.
And the Southern council of elders _____ _______my father, Tonraq, to be your new chief. I____ _______
that even though we should _______ from those who came before us, we must also __________ our own
path. So that is why ____ ________ to keep the portals open. Humans can now physically _______the
spirit world and spirits will be free to ______ our world. I will no longer be the bridge. Humans and
spirits must learn to ______together. My mission will always be to _______ Raava's light spirit to ______
the world toward peace and balance. Harmonic convergence ____ _______ a shift in the planet's energy. I
can feel it. Things will never be the ______ again. We are entering a new _______.
Task 6: Watch Scene 7. In it, Desna says: “I‟m so done with spirits.” What does it mean? Notice the use of the word
„so‟ here. Then, find other expressions using the word „done‟ and „so‟, and share it with your friends.

Part III: POSTVIEWING
D. Activity
Task 7
In pairs, tell your partners what your most memorable/interesting scene is (see the example below). Then, review the most popular scene and have a vote.
Example: Well, the most memorable scene in my opinion is the fight between Korra and Unalaq/Vaatu. It is set
in … At the beginning, you have Vaatu starting to make chaos in the Republic City. Then, ….
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E. Discussion
Task 8:
Watch Scene 5. In it, Tenzin says “That's right. He (Wan - red.) became a legend because of who he was, not
what he was. He wasn't defined by Raava any more than you are.” Discuss what he means by this expression. Does
it somehow connect to your daily life?

F. Let’s Unwind
Task 9: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.
Don't you ever (1)_________

If you could (14)_________

You were (2)_________else

All the dreams you have (15)_________

You were (3)_________to be

Don't be (16)_________

The way you are (4)______

If you've got something to (17)_________
Just open up your (18)_________

Don't you ever (5)_________

And let it show you the (19)_________

You don't like the (6)_________you are
When you learn to (7)_________yourself

Believe in (20)_________

You're better off by (8)_________

Reach down (21)_________
The love you (22)_________will set you

And I hope you always stay the (9)_________

(23)_________

'Cause there's (10)_________'bout you
I would (11)_________

Believe in (24)_________
You will come (25)_________

I think that you (12)_________be

Have (26)_________in what you do

Whatever you (13)_________to be

You'll make it (27)_________
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UNIT 14 OFFERS, REQUEST, OPINIONS
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Let’s Unwind
Task: Listen to the song and fill in the blanks with the correct words.

(1)______morning (2)_____out of bed
And put on my best (3)___
Got in my car and (4)____like a (5)___
All the way to you
(6)_____ on your door with heart in my (7)____
To ask you a (8)______
'Cause I know that you're an old-(9)______ man, yeah
Can I have your (10)________ for the rest of my life?
Say yes, say yes 'cause I need to (11)_____
You say I'll never get your (12)______ 'til the day I die
(13)_____ luck, my friend, but the answer is 'No'
Why you (14)____ be so rude?
Don't you know I'm (15)_____ too?
Why you (16)_____ be so rude?
I'm gonna (17)_____ her anyway
Marry that girl
Marry her anyway
Marry that girl
Yeah, no (18)_____ what you say
Marry that girl
And we'll be a (19)______
Why you (20)_____ be so
Rude
I (21)____ to do this, you leave no (22)_____
Can't live without her
Love me or hate me we will be boys
Standing at that (23)____
Or we will run away
To another (24)_______, you know
You know she's in love with me
She will go (25)_____ I go
Can I have your (26)________ for the rest of my life?
Say yes, say yes 'cause I need to (27)_____
You say I'll never get your (28)______ 'til the day I die
(29)_____ luck, my friend, but the answer is 'No'
Why you (30)____ be so rude?
Don't you know I'm (31)_____ too?
Why you (32)_____ be so rude?
I'm gonna (33)_____ her anyway
Marry that girl
Marry her anyway
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Marry that girl
Yeah, no (34)_____ what you say
Marry that girl
And we'll be a (35)______
Why you (36)_____ be so
Rude
Rude
Can I have your (37)________ for the rest of my life?
Say yes, say yes 'cause I need to (38)_____
You say I'll never get your (39)______ 'til the day I die
(40)____ luck, my friend, but 'No' still (41)____ 'No'!
Why you (42)____ be so rude?
Don't you know I'm (43)_____ too?
Why you (44)_____ be so rude?
I'm gonna (45)_____ her anyway
Marry that girl
Marry her anyway
Marry that girl
No (46)_____ what you say
Marry that girl
And we'll be a (47)______
Why you (48)____ be so
Rude
Why you (49)____ be so
Rude
Why you (50)____ be so rude?
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UNIT 15 DENIAL AND REFUSAL
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